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Abstract We describe the s位uctureof a micromachin巴ヲ andpreliminary experimental results. The 
micromachin久 whichconsists of a piezoelectric element and two masses， can jump or 
levitate on a flat surface. The micromachine jumps by也erectangular voltage applied to 
the piezo， and levitates by the sInusoidal voltage. The height of由ejmnp and也e
levitation is discussed by the use of some different experimental conditions. The height of 
the jump of也巴 micromachineis about 10μm by usIng a rectangular voltage. The 
micromachine levitates in about 10問nby the use of a sInusoidal wavefofill. The jump 
and levitation of the micromachine are measured with a displacement sensor， an optical 
































Fig. 1・Micromachineconsists of a piezo and two masses 
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Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of a jumping micromachine; (a) original stag久 (b)piezo extensionョ(c) jumping， (d) landing， (e) 





































































































Fig. 4: Experimental results by the use of rectangular 
waveform. (left) experimental result with 0 kg mass (right) 
experimental result with 0.4 kg mass. (丘omtop to bo抗om)
input waveform， displacement ofthe top massフdisplacement
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Fig. 5: Experimental results. (a) applied voltage to piezo， (b) displacement oftop massコ(c)displacement ofbotlom mass， and (の











Fig. 6: Photos ofthe contact point ofthe micromachine and an iron surface. (right) piezo vibrates at the resonant丘巴quency，(left) piezo 
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Fig. 8: Levitation by the applied voltage. While the voltage 
is applied to the piezo， the measured voltage at the 
resistance R is zero， sothat the circuit is open and no current 
flows. The appli巴dvoltage is 50 VDc+lOVAc 
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Fig. 7: Displacement of the top mass and bottom mass， and 
the applied voltage. The displacement of the mass becomes 
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